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Morphological Awareness 

 

Even if students have not yet mastered phonics  

(decoding) and spelling (encoding), they can  

still build morphological awareness with these  

54 oral response activities. The 3-minute  

Morphological Awareness activities feature  

*high frequency Greek and Latin prefixes and  

suffixes and high utility bases.  

 

SCRIPTED DIRECTIONS: Morphological Awareness  

 

All scripted instruction is included on the teacher Google slides. Display and teach!  

 

The first teacher Google slide of each lesson provides the definition, context clue sentence, and a 

related picture, symbol, or graphic for one prefix, root, or suffix. The second teacher Google 

slide repeats the definition, cites the word count, and uses the word part in one of the 

16 Anchor Words. The teacher reads a second context clue sentence with the Anchor Word. The 

third slide builds upon the students’ language experience. The teacher asks for other words 

which use the focus word part, and the students practice using the words in complete sentences. 

 

   
 

   
 

To review the 16 Anchor Words and their morphemes, every third teacher and student Google 

slide lesson includes a drag and drop Morphology Wall to create new words. Provide time for 

students to brainstorm their own combinations of prefixes, suffixes, and bases. Drag and drop the 

word parts on the teacher Google slide to display and discuss. Students may also write their 

creative combinations on the print copies found in the Addendum.  
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